About us
LIC Media Group is a team of creative people, inspired by their business,
ready to constantly conquer new peaks and to pave new paths in problem
solving.
We are not creative for the sake of creativity. We embody ideas that lead
to the achievement of maximum results.

LIC Media is part of the LIC group of companies - old-timers of the market and reliable

partners, united under one brand.

Like the watchmaker, who assembles one cohesively working mechanism
of the miniature gears, we form the image of the company, not missing the
smallest details: from creating a small business card to developing a
general style and marketing concept of business.

Business
Philosophy
Professionals of LIC Media Group are
ready to design the image of your
company from scratch, step by step, not
only as you would like to see it yourself,
but the one to meet the audience's needs,
values of society and time trends. It is not
enough to make a good product, it is also
important to ﬁnd a common language with
the target audience.

See for yourself WELCOME!

We are responsible for every detail:
well-thought design and layout
development, attention to all client’s
remarks and wishes, project
implementation at a decent level.
Your goals are our goals, and we will make
every effort to reach them.

Full Service
VISUAL IDENTY

DESIGN

PRINTING SERVICES

naming
logo design
corporate style
brandbook
character creation
copywrite / rewrite

graphic design
design of printed material
outdoor advertising design
package design

instant printing
digital / offset printing
handout
/ presentation materials
printing on plastic
/ metal / wood / glass

BRANDING

SERVICES IN THE
REAL ESTATE

ONLINE ADVERTISING

POS materials / transport
textile / showcases
corporate gifts
clothes for personnel of any
ﬁeld of activity / packaging

development of interio
design projects
on-site designer
supervision interior / exterior /
subject 3D visualization

media advertising
text advertising
PPC and search advertising
teaser advertising
promotion website
landing-page / website
spam / banner advertising
SMM / SMO

Visual
Identy
Identity is the visual component
of the brand, the face of the
company, allowing to secure a
foothold in the market and stand
out among competitors,
increasing its recognition and
creating an impression
of integrity. We provide not only a
high-quality design, but the ability
to render the whole history, values
and goals of your business.

Visual identity includes a logo, slogan, fonts and colours for
ofﬁcial documentation, correspondence and promotional
products, as well as business cards, envelopes, boxes, etc.
Taken as a whole, these tools will create an image of the
company, highlighting your individual style and emphasizing
the flair.

Logo Design
"Light" package includes the
development of 3 logo options.

"Standard" package includes the
development of 5 logo options
Please ﬁnd hereby the packages for the logo
design. Each package includes reﬁnement of the
desirable variant, selection of a colour palette
(corporate colours) and a corporate font.
Logo redesign is the analysis of the existing logo
(problems and solutions), its redesign or
development of new options.
LogoBook is a guide to the use of the logo.

"Premium" package includes the
development of 10 logo options.

Naming
"Light" package includes the
development of 3 logo options.

"Standard" package includes the
development of 5 logo options

"Premium" package includes the
development of 10 logo options.

It is with naming that the life of a product or
company begins.
Smart and sophisticated name attracts
customers and thereby stimulates the
growth and development of your business.

Brandbook
Brandbook is a guide that contains a description and rules for the use and application of your logo,
corporate style and many other components designed for you.
Just like creating a brand name and developing a logo for your convenience we present
you 3 packages to choose from:

package includes the
development of
corporate style elements
and business
documentation

package includes the
development of
corporate style elements
and business
documentation, as well
as image and souvenir
products

"Light"

"Standard"

package includes the
development of
corporate style elements
and business
documentation, image
and souvenir products,
outdoor advertising,
transport branding,
interior design and so on

"Premium"

Corporate
Style
Corporate style is a set of pictorial, visual and
information tools, graphic elements, with the
help of which the ﬁrm emphasizes its
individuality.
"Light" package of corporate style includes
design development of:
- business cards;
- envelopes;
- packages.
- company letterheads;
- folders.
More advanced packages are negotiated
individually, taking into account the needs of the
company

Design
Regardless of whether you provide
services or produce / sell goods, it is
impossible to conduct a successful
business in the modern world without
advertising support.
Design is creativity, art work, science,
which are based on the customer
requirements and the features of the
advertised object.
In addition, the goals, consumer
audience, advertising media, printing
technique and even the season are taken
into account

Design of
printed
products

Design of printed products of any complexity:
- business cards; - company letterheads;
- folders;
- notebooks;
- packages;
- booklets;
- calendars;
- magazines;
- posters;
- brochures;
- broadsides;
- books;
- flyers;
- wobblers;
- leaflets;

Graphic
design

Graphic design is the ﬁrst step, thanks to which any ideological
message acquires clearly deﬁned features and shapes its face. It is
important to be able to materialize ideas with graphics in such a
way as to be understandable and, most importantly, correctly
understood by the audience.
We carefully study the smallest details when developing the design
of promotional material, such as:

Package
design

- printwork;
- visual identity;
- outdoor advertising.

Packaging is the "face" of your product. In a highly
competitive environment, an interesting package
design of a high quality is almost 50% of success.
LIC Media Group provides the following services:
- package design;
- development of the concept of packaging series /
product lines;
- festive / limited series of packages;
- exclusive design (unconventional forms and
solutions);
- help and support during printing.

The effectiveness of advertisements on external media, ﬁrst of all,
depends on the design of outdoor advertising. This design is
signiﬁcantly different from the design of printed products: it is
important to understand that the way of the message presenting and
perceiving by the audience, the priority and placement of the accents
of outdoor and indoor advertising are completely different.
LIC Media Group provides the design of outdoor advertising, taking
into account all its features for maximum efﬁciency and receiving
feedback:

- billboards;
- painted walls;
- advertising structures on the
roofs of buildings;
- sunblinds;
- cross street banners;
- citylights;
- column holders;
- advertising towers;
- advertising displays and
much more.

Outdoor
Advertising
Design

3D
visualization

3D visualization is a kind of computer graphics,
indispensable in the ﬁeld of construction and
development.
This tool allows to represent the object integrally and
fully, for customer to see any angle in the details
(interior, project of housing complexes, etc.).

Printing
services
All kinds of instant (digital), offset printing, UV printing on various materials

Instant/offset printing
When the volume of printing is small, and especially if you need to
get printed products very quickly (business cards, flyers, etc.), it is
convenient to use the instant printing service - digital printing of
products with a minimum production time of just 3 hours!
The main sphere of offset printing is large production runs.
Among the advantages of offset printing there are low production
cost of one item in a large run; the possibility of very large run; the
use of pantone paints, which provides excellent colour rendering

Printing on plastic/metal
/tree/glass/ceramics
LIC Media Group provides a full cycle of handout and presentation
materials manufacturing:
- development of a set of handouts concept;
- development of layouts design;
- printing of any volume and complexity;
- packing presentation kits (if necessary)

Handout/presentation
materials handout
The technology of ultra-violet printing (UV printing) is used
for direct printing on solid materials (acryl, composition,
metal, brass, PVC, wood, glass, etc.). Among the
advantages of UV printing there are:
- saturation, brightness, fat and water resistance, durability
of the image;
- ink meets the strict environmental requirements;
- a wide range of materials for printing

Internet advertising
Internet advertising is a continuously developing
advertising channel, in which there are many
different advertising media and their formats,
with a continuously developing and growing
Internet audience.
LIC Media Group offers the development of
integrated solutions using modern digital
technologies to achieve maximum goals.

Online advertising
Regardless of the type, media, text, PPC, search,
teaser: this advertising allows you to contact the
target audience and interact with it online. Cleary
deﬁned targeting, analysis of the effectiveness of
the campaign during its implementation and the
opportunity to proof read during the process are
the advantages of the online advertising over
other types of advertising.
Target hit = maximum conversion.

Website development
Easy to use, understandable and at the same time
stylish website of the company is a direct factor
of achieving desired results. Depending on the
goals we develop:
- corporate website;
- landing page;
- online business card;
- promo site.
The unity of design and usability, seamless operation,
convenient navigation system and compliance with all
requirements is a guarantee of the website
effectiveness.

Spam / Banner Advertising / SMM / SMO
Work with social media helps establish a reputation and maintain contact with your audience to get feedback.
LIC Media provides the creation and management of corporate communities on social media, the development of a
content plan, activation, continuous monitoring and evaluation of effectiveness, and monitoring of user activity and
feedbacks.

Branding
Branding is a necessary tool for creating
a holistic image of the company: ﬁrstly,
for you to be recognized and
remembered, and secondly, so that the
image of your company is perceived at
the emotional and subconscious level of
the buyer.
The application of logos and company
symbols to any product makes simple
objects a wonderful advertising medium,
working on the formation of positive
connotations and affection for the
company.

Branding

Clothes for
personnel

The effect of the ﬁrst impression always
shows a proﬁt thanks to branded clothes,
an indicator of a high level of organization
and an excellent way of maintaining a
corporate culture. The right cut, colour and
style can grow into a competitive
advantage.
We offer not only the design, but also the
tailoring of clothing for personnel, such as:
- aprons;
- skirts;
- hats, etc.

LIC Media Group provides a full cycle of
branded products manufacturing of
various types:
- glassware;
- clothes;
- packaging;
- corporate gifts;
- napkins and tablecloths;
- promotional products;
- transport.
Everything that will make your brand
attractive, memorable and close to the
consumer.

Development of interior
design projects
Correction of the project at the development
stage, correction of all defects before their
implementation, is an advantage provided by the
development of the interior design project.
The priority of LIC Media Group is compliance
with the tastes and requirements of customers.
Besides, wide experience in this area allows to
combine functionality and aesthetics.

Services in
the real estate
Full marketing support and advertising
outsourcing of housing complexes ready-made.
LIC Media provides all stages of the advertising
campaign: from audit and research to the design
and distribution of promotional products.

250+
CUSTOMERS

40+
DIRECTIONS

1500+
WORKS

UAE,Dubai

Ukraine, Kiev

London, England

Thank you for your time.
We look forward to collaborating!
+38 098 69 100 69
0 800 303 040
ofﬁce@licmedia.com.ua
licmedia.com.ua

